
Hi to everyone, 

In addition to what I have already sent, I have the following information to share with you:  Info 
already provided is after the new information beginning with “Check in” 

Friday-We are hoping to run 10 lanes for individual events and will not take an Awards break so 
families can attend the ceremonies at Pechanga Arena. It depends on how many O icials we have. 
If you go to the Ceremony, it will be Friday afternoon tra ic and you can expect 45 minute drive to 
the Arena.  At the end of your swimming day if you want to pick up any earned medal, we will give it 
to you.  Remember only 1-3 get awards in EACH age group for each sex. 

Parents of local teams need to time.  RAQ Parents will have special assignments from me.  

Parents from out of area that want to time or can time are also my heros 놴놲놵놶놷놳. 

Warm-Up-Sat and Sunday have been modified to 7:30-8:10 and 8:10-8:50 respectively 

Check in-Each day check in is critical so you are seeded into the events.  We will start check in at 7 
AM each day. Look for the table 

Pool Address- University of California at San Diego Canyonview Aquatic Center, 3390 Voigt Drive, 
San Diego, 92121. The pool is 8 lanes 50 meter x 25 yards.  If you go to Gilman address you are 
halfway through the campus to the southwest. 

Weather-We have gray weather in the AM and sometimes all day here…BUT Please wear sunscreen 
or you will burn. 

Meet Mobile- I am pushing modifications to the App as I get a chance. 

Sessions and Psych Sheets have been updated and must be taken as uno icial depending on all 
the information I’ve stated previously above and below. 

Parking- UCSD Parking 

Since UCSD is a University that is the midst of expanding, there are more restrictive parking than 
most are used to. On Friday, please park in lots with a V (Visitor) spots. I’m unsure what the parking 
enforcement is like with the S (Student) spots since it is summer and the student population is 
much reduced so they may be okay but buyer beware for those spots. Each lot has a payment 
kiosk, or you can download and use ParkMobile to your smart phone to pay. (you can extend parking 
if you use ParkMobile). Friday will be $33.60 and the weekend will be $8.40. There is a trolley line 
that drops o  just south of the pool if you are traveling light. Trolley is $2.50 one way using the 
Pronto app. 

 The lot directly behind the pool (P-506?) is very small and is reserved this meet for the facility and 
meet sta . There may be one or two slots available but there is a hard 3 hour limit to these spots, so 
not recommended. The lot P-510 just east of the pool is about 1/3 V spots and can handle a fair 
number of vehicles. Gilman Parking Garage has a larger number of V spots and has ample parking 
plus is a fairly short walk to the pool. Over the weekend, lot P-701 across the I-5 has a lot of S slots 
and is a short walk. There are some other smaller lots in the area I’m not as familiar with. 



  

 

Please use Google or Apple Maps for driving directions to campus (Canyonview Aquatic Center) 

Previous information below: 

Check in:  

Swimmers need to do a positive check in each morning between 7-8:30.  The lines will be chaotic, 
but if you fail to check in, you will be scratched from the first 8 events of that day's events with the 
remainder being scratched at 9 AM.  There will be a Check in Table as you enter the pool deck and 
keeping only athletes or coaches doing this task is imperative. 

Max Events:   

The daily maximum individual events is 6.  If you signed up for more than 6 each day, you'll be 
required to scratch down to 6.  So that is 6 short course and 6 each day of long course. 

USA Swim and USMS IDs: 

If you entered through the website (NOT Hy-Tek) and did not give me your ID, your times will not be 
o icial unless you send it to me.  If you did not give me your team Acronym and LSC Acronym, I 
probably put you unattached if you had an ID number but without the LSC acronym, it doesn't mean 
much.  I had almost 2,000 lines of entries and I am human...so checking in with me ahead of time 
this week to be sure your USMS and USAS ID's are correct is suggested. 

Entry Times:  

If you signed up through the website and didn't have apparently accurate entry times for longer 
events or Long Course vs yards, I did my best at estimating after being a swimmer, parent, and 
o icial all my life.  You can get mad at me, but having heats that are competitive are important and I 
know generally what should be appropriate times.  If you go slower or faster it only means I was not 



a good estimator.  If you have a NT, that means no time was received or entered but you can let me 
know if you want me to put a goal time in before we seed or if I made a mistake...it happens. 

Food: 

Okay...UCSD is a little removed from stores.  We will have limited concessions so bringing in food 
and water for athletes/parents/coaches is recommended.  Hospitality will be for O icials and 
coaches of larger teams that have limited ability to leave the deck.  If you must have co ee, I 
recommend bringing it.  The lines for food trucks will be long and it may not be what you are used to 
at swim meets.  Plan Ahead!  There is a mall and grocery store within a 5-10 minute drive. 

Timing: 

WE have a few local teams, one (Renegade RAQ)  will help with typical required tasks like "running" 
"posting" keeping the meet going, awards, and head timer.  We will need volunteers to assist with 
timing...there is no way out of that need and the swimmers deserve to have o icial times. 

O icials: 

If you are a USA Swimming O icial and can help us out, you'll be fed and hailed as a hero.  We have 
2 other local meets next weekend so San Diego is stretched thin.  O icials meeting each morning at 
8:30 AM, please come check in with Dave Nelson, our AMAZING Meet Referee. 

Parking: 

There are parking lots for visitors to UCSD but they are a short hike and do cost $ to park.  Friday will 
be harder than the weekend so please pay attention to signs and directions.  I will be sure that any 
working o icials get reimbursed daily...just give me your ticket, your name and a iliation and I'll 
reimburse on spot. 

Meet Mobile: 

We will be on Meet Mobile, I recommend checking the app out.  Please know times on Meet Mobile 
are uno icial and any soft touches will be corrected before results are posted. 

Coaches:  

There are swimmers from all over and if you are a coach, please have credentials visible or at least 
a shirt that identifies you as such.  For non-USA Swimming coaches, have your kids make you a 
lanyard...if desired.  There will be a Coaches Meeting each morning at 8 am for a few minutes where 
we'll discuss relays and logistics.  At 8:30, I have to seed the meet and get it started.   

Warm Up: 

FRIDAY ONLY:  First Warm up from 7-7:45 will be teams of 10 or more swimmers.  Second Warm up 
from 7:45-8:30 will be the remainder each day.   

SATURDAY-SUNDAY:  First Warm up 7:30-8:10, Second Warm up 8:10-8:50.   



There will be extra lanes for Warm up/Cool down on Friday.  We only have the competition pool so 
Sat-Sun there will be one lane that will be for warm up/cool down.  Please be sure swimmers are 
not playing or they will lose access 

Sessions:  

Sessions are LONG and we will do our best to get folks out as early as possible on Friday but that 
may mean we forgo the awards ceremonies...there will be the medal stand that you can take 
pictures on.  I will not be adding events for swimmers on Friday. 

Relays: 

If you make relays with other teams there will not be labels on the medal as Meet Manager has 
limitations and I need to be sane.  Each relay is $20.  Let me know if you'll be paying cash or check 
at end when you bring me the first relays you have assembled.  I've attached a sheet and you can 
cut it down to preplan 3 relays per sheet.  Please know we do our best with the info you give us. 

Patience: 

Please bring yours!  We are here for all of the athletes and UCSD is an amazing host pool...let's 
leave a good impression! 

Safe Sport: 

No pictures from behind the blocks...or other inappropriate behavior or we will ask you to leave. 

 

Look forward to seeing you all Friday 

Jeannette Temple, Admin O icial 

 


